SUMMARY This research aims to construct a high-quality Japanese TTS (Text-to-Speech) system that has high flexibility in treating prosody. Many TTS systems have implemented a prosody control system but such systems have been fundamentally designed to output speech with a standard pitch and speech rate. In this study, we employ a unit selectionconcatenation method and also introduce an analysis-synthesis process to provide precisely controlled prosody in output speech. Speech quality degrades in proportion to the amount of prosody modification, therefore a target cost for prosody is set to evaluate prosodic difference between target prosody and speech candidates in such a unit selection system. However, the conventional cost ignores the original prosody of speech segments, although it is assumed that the quality deterioration tendency varies in relation to the pitch or speech rate of original speech. In this paper, we propose a novel cost function design based on the prosody of speech segments. First, we recorded nine databases of Japanese speech with different prosodic characteristics. Then with respect to the speech databases, we investigated the relationships between the amount of prosody modification and the perceptual degradation. The results indicate that the tendency of perceptual degradation differs according to the prosodic features of the original speech. On the basis of these results, we propose a new cost function design, which changes a cost function according to the prosody of a speech database. Results of preference testing of synthetic speech show that the proposed cost functions generate speech of higher quality than the conventional method.
Introduction
A speech synthesizer that can generate high-quality speech with high flexibility is required for practical TTS (text-tospeech) systems and also for a spoken dialogue system. Most of the TTS systems developed to date have a prosody control system, and such systems have been fundamentally designed to output reading speech with a standard pitch and speech rate.
Since the 1990s, the unit selection synthesis method using a large speech corpus (corpus-based speech synthesis) has been attracting attention due to the naturalness of its output speech [1] . However, the speech quality depends on the corpus size and characteristics. Therefore, various ap- † † The author is with Nagoya Institute of Science and Technology, Nagoya-shi, 466-8555 Japan. Also with Carnegie Mellon University, USA.
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proaches have been employed to introduce prosody and/or the spectrum modification process. In our unit selectionconcatenation synthesis system, we also conduct analysissynthesis using the STRAIGHT [2] method to provide precise target prosody for the output speech. In addition, as preceding studies have reported, the speech quality is degraded in proportion to the amount of prosody modification by analysis-synthesis or the PSOLA (Pitch Synchronous OverLap Add) method. Therefore, a target cost for prosody is set to evaluate the prosodic difference between target prosody and that of the speech candidate in a unit selection system including a prosody modification process. However, it is assumed that the quality degradation tendency that results from prosody modification varies according to the original F 0 and speech rate of the speech.
In this paper, we propose the design of a target cost function for prosody based on prosodic characteristics of original speech. First, we recorded nine databases of Japanese speech with different characteristics on prosody (e.g. fast, slow, high, low). Then we investigated the relationship between the speech quality and the modification amount of prosody (F 0 and duration of sentences) by perceptual subjective tests using prosody modified sentence speech from five databases. The new cost functions are generated from the perceptual results of speech deterioration.
In Sect. 2, a brief introduction to the speech databases is presented. The perceptual results of the relationship between speech quality and prosody modification are outlined for each speech database in Sect. 3, and a cost function construction method and results of the preference testing using synthetic speech by the proposed method and that generated by the conventional one are shown in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we present our conclusions.
Speech Database
Speech quality deterioration occurs in proportion to the degree of prosody modification by analysis-synthesis or the PSOLA method. To investigate it from the viewpoint of the prosodic characteristics of original speech, we recorded nine kinds of speech database. They consist of a phonetically balanced 525 sentence set in Japanese designed by ATR [3] , but each set has different characteristics in terms of prosody [4] , [5] .
Two female professional narrators (FME, FOR) were Table 1 ) is generated with nine kinds of different target prosody using the sentences recorded in (1) . (3) Nine kinds of speech are recorded. At the recording sessions, the synthesized speech samples generated in (2) are presented to the speaker before each utterance as a reference prosody.
The nine kinds of target prosody consist of three variations on F 0 : F 0 in natural reading speech for a speaker (for the normal database), 0.4 octave higher than the normal F 0 (for the high database) and 0.4 octave lower than the normal F 0 (for the low database). There are also three variations in terms of duration: normal duration (for the normal database), 0.5 octave shorter than the normal duration (for the fast database), 0.5 octave longer than the normal duration (for the slow database). With all combinations of these two features, nine kinds of database are recorded.
General features of the recorded databases (hereafter, we denote the databases by normal db, high db, low db, fast db, slow db, high-fast db, high-slow db, low-fast db, low-slow db) are presented in Table 2 . The average distance from normal db on the mean F 0 (F 0 ), the duration (Dur.), and the mel cepstum distortion (MelCD) are described. MelCD is calculated from the 40th order mel cepstral coefficients extracted from the STRAIGHT smoothed spectrum.
Modification Ratio and Speech Quality
In this section, we report the relationships among the prosody modification ratio, the speech quality and the speech databases [6] . It is assumed that speech quality deterioration owing to prosody modification relates to the prosodic characteristics of the original speech. We focus on five databases (normal db, fast db, slow db, low db, high db) in this report.
Speech Stimuli
Speech stimuli are generated using four natural speech samples from each database. Prosody modification is conducted using the STRAIGHT method. Samples of 0.5 octave lower speech to 0.5 octave higher speech are synthesized from each natural speech sample. In the same way, samples of 0.5 octave shorter speech to 0.5 octave longer speech are also synthesized. A natural speech sample is also added to the test sets for comparison.
Perceptual Test
A perceptual test is conducted. Eight adult subjects are asked to listen to speech stimuli from headphones and to evaluate the degree of naturalness by giving a score from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent). The speech stimuli are presented in random order, and each speech sample is presented twice as different stimuli. The subjects are allowed to listen to the stimuli any number of times. The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of natural speech (Original-MOS) and STRAIGHT analysis-synthesized speech (STRAIGHT-MOS). The difference indicates the degradation in quality owing to the STRAIGHT analysis-synthesis process.
The upper sequences on the horizontal axis in Fig. 3 denote the rate of modification and the lower sequences denote the difference from the "normal" reading style. For reference, the permissible range of prosody modification is defined provisionally as follows; (1) An average MOS is 0.5 or less inferior to STRAIGHT-MOS. ( 2) It cannot be said that there is a significant difference between the scores of prosody modified speech and STRAIGHT-MOS on the basis of the t-test (significance level 5%).
It is observed that the deterioration characteristic dif-
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fers according to the database. It is expected that the perceptual quality of synthetic speech will be improved by introducing these degradation tendencies to the unit selection target cost function. Figure 4 illustrates the unit selection costs used in our unit selection synthesizer [7] . The target cost consists of two sub-costs, C pro (difference between target F 0 and duration and those of a candidate unit), C typ (phonemic difference between target and a candidate). Three sub-costs, C F 0 (F 0 discontinuity), C env (mismatch of phoneme environment) and C spec (spectral discontinuity) are set as the concatenation cost.
Applying Prosodic Characteristics of Database to Target Costs

Unit Selection Synthesizer
In this section we discuss the improvement of the cost function for C pro , on the basis of the results in Fig. 3 .
Sub-Cost Function C pro
The conventional target cost function on prosody is defined as follows [7] :
D d (u i , t i ) denotes the difference between the i-th target phoneme duration and the duration of a candidate unit. D F 0 (u i , t i , m) denotes the difference between the log F 0 of the m-th part of the i-th target phoneme and that of a candidate. P is realized as a two-dimensional nonlinear function, and is illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) . This function is designed on the basis of the results of perceptual tests in standard pitch and speech rate.
To investigate the effect of preparing different functions for each speech database, we model the perceptual results in Fig. 3 using Gaussian models. The perceptual scores are first normalized by z-scoring for each subject. Then the model parameters a, b 1 , b 2 and c in Eq. (2) are calculated to minimize the square error. Although the conventional sub-cost function C pro is modeled as a two-dimensional model, our perceptual experiments are carried out separately for F 0 and duration. Therefore, the weighting for both the F 0 costs and the duration costs is required, and we set the weighting parameters empirically as described in Table 3 . 
The proposed costs are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Perceptual Evaluation
TTS output obtained with the conventional cost function and that obtained with the proposed cost functions are evaluated by means of subjective preference tests. They are generated from the same speech database, i.e., fast db is used for synthesizing fast speech, and high db is used for synthesizing high speech. Natural prosody is given as the target prosody. Four hundred and seventy two sentences are used for synthesis from each database after omitting 53 sentences to obtain the evaluation set. Figure 6 shows the experimental results. It is shown that for all databases except high db, the synthetic speech obtained with the proposed costs is evaluated as being of higher quality than that obtained with the the conventional costs.
Discussion
The effect of applying a cost function to the prosodic characteristics of the synthesis database is indicated. For further improvement, various points remain for future work.
One point is the difficulty of separating speech quality degradation due to prosody modification from that due to other factors. That is to say, with respect to the perceptual test results in Fig. 3 , we have assumed that the unnaturalness is only due to a mismatch between the prosody and spectrum. However, the MOS scores are also able to be influenced by unnaturalness due to extreme prosody (e.g., too high a pitch or too slow a speech rate for reading speech, etc.) in isolation. For example, in Fig. 3 (d) and (f), the prosody modified speech samples have a higher average score than the unmodified speech samples. Another point is that the cost functions proposed here are designed for five specific databases. A flexible cost function should be designed which can cope with any prosodic characteristics of a candidate speech segment by changing model parameters of the cost function. However, regarding speech database integration for synthesis, the difficulty of evaluating differences in voice quality, recording environments and other characteristics of speech databases should be eliminated. It should be also considered that such a cost function should also be applicable to other speakers' speech databases.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed new target cost function design and discussed the effect of applying different cost functions for prosody based on the prosodic characteristics of speech.
Nine databases of Japanese speech with different prosodic characteristics are firstly described. Then the relationship between speech quality and the modification amount of prosody (F 0 and duration) using the STRAGHT method, is investigated using five of the nine databases.
On the basis of the results, the cost functions for C pro are designed for each database independently. It is observed that the new cost functions designed here can synthesize higher quality speech than the conventional cost function, except in the case of high db.
